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THE DESIGN BRIEF: SUSTAINABLE 

ARCHITECTURE: TURTLE HOUSE DESIGN (WITHIN 

AN AZTEC CULTURAL CONTEXT)  

SITUATION 

You are a turtle living in Mexico (South America) during the age of the Aztec 

civilisation. You see the Aztecs travelling every day by boat (canoe) transporting 

vegetables, meat, etc. on their waterways. You and your turtle family live on the 

banks of the large lake and swim among the Aztecs daily. Remember the Aztecs 

build their city (Tenochtitlan) on stilts in the water. It is the year 1521... 

DESIGN BRIEF 

Design a sustainable turtle house for you and your family. The structure has to 

house 4 x turtles in total, including your mom and dad (or caregivers). Use bio-

mimetic principles to guide you (ask nature how). You have to think like a turtle. 

Draw on your experiences as a turtle and your research. However, you must design 

and construct it like a human being. In other words ‘think like a turtle and construct 

(design) like a human’. 

FOR TEACHERS ONLY: What is behind this lesson/design brief that 

could benefit students?  

What are employers looking for in employees in the modern era which we live in? To 

access information and knowledge are easy, however, the question is “what can you 



do with what you know”? Wagner (2012) identifies seven important areas that could 

be developed. How can we as teachers develop these skills of students? Wagner 

lists the seven important areas as follow: 

1. Critical thinking and problem solving (ability to ask the right questions) 

2. Collaboration across networks and leading by influence 

3. Agility and adaptability. 

4. Initiative and entrepreneurship 

5. Effective oral and written communication 

6. Accessing and analysing information 

7. Curiosity and imagination 

 

Wagner (2012). Play, passion, purpose: Tony Wagner at TEDxNYED  

Link: https://youtu.be/hvDjh4l-VHo 

For example, in this design brief most of these areas, as discussed by Wagner 

(2012) are fully included:  

https://youtu.be/hvDjh4l-VHo


 Critical thinking: Which strategy does the individual and the group select to 

solve the turtle house brief? Do they consider several avenues, and then 

choose the best one? HINT: Encourage rigorous critical thinking. Show 

students how to challenge one another’s thinking without creating conflict. 

Show students how to take different perspectives to explore different possible 

solutions. Show students how to solve problems by using different methods. 

For example encourage a multi-disciplinary approach which could include: 

Biological/Scientific/Mathematical/Social/Political/Economic/etc. approach 

(Van Zyl, 2013). 

 Collaboration: How successful is the syndicate (group of 3) to discuss, and 

communicate their design ideas, and how successful is their co-operative 

actions? Do they utilise good leadership? Do they consult everyone in the 

group? HINT: Explain the important aspects of good collaboration. Show 

students how to structure their group, for example identify the strengths of 

each individual and then assign specific tasks to every member of the 

syndicate (synergy).  

 How adaptable are the students to place themselves literally in the ‘shoes’ of 

the turtle family? HINT: Allow and encourage students to practice taking the 

perspective of someone else.  

 How deep does the individuals and syndicate dig to come up with new and 

original (creative & innovative) solutions for the design brief? HINT: 

Encourage students to take risks and leave their comfort zones (Van Zyl, 

2013). Encourage students to think like a business person, focus on profit 

(Van Zyl, 2013)! For example could the ideas become a real product? Could 

the product be exported and sold around the world for a profit?  



 How effective do they as a group communicate their ideas? How well is the 

solution/presentation documented and typed up (annotations & illustrations)? 

HINT: Teach students how to do the basics of APA referencing and citations 

to support their written work. Allow student to practice talking (presenting) to 

the rest of the class, presenting their ideas. For example let them take turns to 

present different aspects of the design solution.  

 How well are they accessing the appropriate information/knowledge for 

solving the brief? Do they know where to access the relevant information? 

Can they critically, and in-depth, analyse the information for the solution? 

HINT: Encourage students to learn about refining ‘Google searches’ on the 

internet. Explain the different methods available to analyse information. For 

example: compare/juxtapose/layer/assess/critique/discuss/identify/dissertation 

techniques. 

 Are they curious to find a unique solution? Do the individuals and the group 

have the enthusiasm (synergy) and the imagination to harness their 

collaborative ‘energy’ to solve the design problem? HINT: Stimulate student’s 

curiosity by showing them a very wide scope of problem solving techniques. 

Teachers should assist students to extend their imagination by modelling the 

way (Van Zyl, 2013). 

  



Link to video clip by W van Zyl (YouTube): Illustrates a possible 

solution to the sustainable turtle home design brief. How would you 

solve it? 

 

https://youtu.be/RtEuBpNNlyw 

 

Short story of the “Turtle Island” from Wikipedia as inspiration- 

American Indian culture context: 

According to Iroquois oral history, “Sky Woman fell down to the earth, when it was 

covered with water. Various animals tried to swim to the bottom of the ocean to bring 

back dirt to create land. Muskrat succeeded in gathering dirt, which was placed on 

the back of a turtle, which grew into the land known today as North America. In the 

Seneca language, the mythical turtle is called Hah-nu-nah, while the name for an 

everyday turtle is ha-no-wa”. 

https://youtu.be/RtEuBpNNlyw


 

 

‘Turtle Island’. Credit image:  http://www.deviantart.com/art/Turtle-Island-483132909 

The Turtle island (above image): Inspired by the American Indian (mainly Iroquois) 

story of creation, of which there are a few slightly different versions. 

 

http://www.deviantart.com/art/Turtle-Island-483132909


 

Here is an excerpt from the internet (deviantart.com) to inspire you—American 

Indian culture.  It is not Aztec related, but it will generate some inspiration! 

 

 

A New Zealand context (Indigenous Māori story): Māui hauls up the 

North Island out of the ocean from his canoe (‘waka’). 

His next exploit is to haul up land from the depth of the ocean—here he again uses 

the jaw-bone, this time as a fish-hook. Māui, using blood from his nose for bait, hauls 

the great fish up from the depths. When it emerges from the water Māui goes to find 

a priest to perform the appropriate ceremonies and prayers, leaving his brothers in 

charge of the fish. They, however, do not wait for Māui to return but begin to cut up 

the fish (to grab their share), which immediately begins to writhe in agony, causing it 

to break up into mountains, cliffs and valleys. If the brothers had listened to Māui the 

island would have been a level plain and people would have been able to travel with 

ease on its surface. Thus the North Island of New Zealand is known as Te Ika-a-

Māui (The Fish of Māui) (Tregear 1891:234). 

 

Now read about the Aztecs in Mexico, and their city on Lake 

Texcoco. The city Tenochtitlan was built in the lake on stilts: 

Imagine yourself and your turtle family living in the lake…  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Island


 

Credit image: Wolfgang Sauber - Own work. Mexico City - Palacio Nacional. Mural 

by Diego Rivera, showing the life in Aztec times (city of Tenochtitlan). From 

Wikipedia.org. 

 

The Impossible City: Tenochtitlan 



 

https://youtu.be/_nS6MpVbB_g 

 

How to harness your imagination:  

First read about Aztec culture, look at images of the people, their houses, and their 

artefacts. Next step is to read about freshwater turtles. Reflect on your knowledge of 

sustainable architecture and start generating design ideas for a turtle house! The 

challenge is to come up with a creative and innovative solution for this design brief!  

  

https://youtu.be/_nS6MpVbB_g


You should consider: 

 

1. Aztec architecture & culture 

2. Turtle ‘architecture’ (biomimetics—ask nature how to?) and how turtles live 

(habitat) 

3. Sustainable architecture (harnessing the sun, water, and the wind) 

Slides about passive solar principles (architecture): *Sustainable Architecture: 

Created by W van Zyl-House Solarei- Architect Duncan Firth 

http://www.slideshare.net/WilliamZyl/house-solarei-passive-solar-design 

 

Passive solar design (slides): “The basics” 

http://www.slideshare.net/WilliamZyl/house-solarei-passive-solar-design


 

http://www.slideshare.net/WilliamZyl/passive-solar-design-architecture-33264758 

4. How could you save energy for the turtle family? 

5. Consider the building materials to be used. You could consider mud bricks 

(adobe), rocks, stones and mud mixture, timber, leather (animal skin), Aztec fabric, 

feathers, fired pottery, etc... You could also consider modern building materials…  

6. Stick to the basics at first. Remember you can’t be wrong—your ideas are fine! 

7. Obviously, everyone will have a completely different idea and design—that is 

fine—do not copy other students work. Be original in your efforts! 

8. Work together in your syndicates (3 students per group). Once you have done 

your reading and research, get together and collaborate (chat about your ideas). 

http://www.slideshare.net/WilliamZyl/passive-solar-design-architecture-33264758


9. Assessment: Search the internet for assessment criteria for creativity and 

innovation. Paste these suggestions and schedules into your portfolio. Use it to 

guide you. You will be assessed on your own criteria/schedule. 

10. Remember to have fun and let your imagination run wild! 

 

Suggested procedure to complete the design brief: 

Step 1: Do the research 

Step 2: Consider all the areas mentioned 

Step 3: Discuss and collaborate with your friends in your groups (syndicates) 

Step 4: Start with some freehand sketches (quick drawings)-explore design ideas 

Step 5: Choose your best idea which you think could be developed 

Step 6: Develop, build on, modify, and add to the chosen idea—continue with 

collaboration and endeavour to make continuous changes (enhance/ 

improve/modify) 

Step 7: Once you are confident with your idea make a final freehand sketch of the 

idea (concept) 

Step 8: Use Google Sketch-up to draw the turtle home and specify the building 

materials (work drawings to scale). Label the rooms/areas and add dimensions 

Step 9: Remember any good design includes detailed annotations (notes, labels, & 

explanations) 



Below the initial freehand sketches as a start to solving the design brief: 

 

Sketch 1: Layout of the turtle home (8 x pebbles represent the homes): 2 x homes 

for each turtle (winter and summer house). The large white dome is the food storage 

container.  

 



 

Sketch 2: The turtle homes are made from terracotta pots turned upside down. An 

opening for each pot has to be cut (door) to allow access to the pots. Sectional views 

on the far left of the summer and winter house, showing summer and winter house 

details.  



 

Sketch 3: Sectional view details showing a possible solution to the sustainable 

turtle home brief. It includes harvesting rainwater, and harvesting wind and sun 

energy.  Concrete sphere shaped home, made of concrete. The roof can open and 

close like a shutter (electrical motor and gear mechanism will move it). Wind turbine 

far right: Will provide power to the battery (far right bottom). Deciduous tree (centre 

of page) shed it leaves during winter to allow the sun to reach the turtle house. The 

sun will heat up the concrete house (passive solar principle). During summer the 

foliage of the deciduous tree will filter the sun and cast a convenient shade over the 

house to keep it cool. Far left is a pond: rainwater will be harvested and stored in this 

pond for the turtles. Insulation (loose grass) will cover the summer house like a 

typical green roof. It would act as camouflage and insulation for the sustainable turtle 

house. 



Step 10: Type up the process (tell the story) and present it in a PowerPoint format. 

Submit for assessment to the teacher. Remember to paste your assessment sheet 

into the last PowerPoint slide (you have to search the internet for your own 

assessment schedule).    

  

  



Aztec Turtle House Design Brief Solution: Research about other 

indigenous cultures like American Indian, Maori (New Zealand), and 

former Aztec culture. 

 

What this resource is about:      

Some resources and starting points to begin research work on everything ‘turtle’ and 

‘Aztec’. This is where the student starts to explore before attempting to solve the 

design brief. Listed below are different areas including video clips to start the student 

off. 

Just to recap about the situation and brief (always read a design brief a couple of 

times): 

 



Sustainable Turtle House 

Situation: You are a turtle living in Mexico (South America) during the age 

of the Aztec civilisation. You see the Aztecs travelling every day by boat 

(canoe) transporting vegetables, meat, etc. on their waterways. You and your 

turtle family live on the banks of the large lake and swim among the Aztec 

daily. Remember the Aztecs build their city on stilts in the water. It is the year 

1521... 

Design Brief: Design a sustainable turtle house for you and your family. The 

structure has to accommodate 4 x turtles in total, including your mum and dad 

(or caregivers). Use bio-mimetics—ask nature how—to guide you. You have to 

think like a turtle (draw on your experiences-research), however, you must 

construct it like a human being. In other words think like a turtle and construct 

(build) like a human.   

  



Research: A freshwater Turtle tank 

 

Austin Turtle Page: 

·       Website with a full description of how to establish a turtle aquarium including a basking 

platform: 

 

Austin Turtle page: http://www.austinsturtlepage.com/Articles/firstturtleenclosure.htm 

“When you get into turtles, you get into enclosures. The enclosure is more than your 

turtle’s home; it’s his world. Land, air, water, temperature, light, heat, dining room, 

septic tank—the   whole works. There’s a lot more to setting up the enclosure than 

getting the turtle” (Excerpt taken from Austen’s turtle page). 

http://www.austinsturtlepage.com/Articles/firstturtleenclosure.htm


 

Credit turtle aquarium: Architectural Design. Image from Pinterest April 

2016. http://i.imgur.com/1l364.jpg 

 

http://i.imgur.com/1l364.jpg


Research: Aztec freshwater turtles 

 

Above image: Credit—A painted garden rock. Credit: MyGardenRocks -Green Valley,  

United States (for sale on etsy.com). ‘Where Nature Meets Art’. 

 
 
 

Research: Aztec culture overview 

 

Video clip: YouTube: Documentary National Geographic (Mexico City today) 



 
https://youtu.be/3IILlvQxBgw 
 

“It is believed that central Mexico has been inhabited for thousands of years, but Mexico 

City history really begins in 1325 AD. In recent memory before 1325, the area was 

actually covered by a lake, Lake Texcoco. But an incredible transformation was about to 

take place, launching Mexico City history in a way few would have expected…” Excerpt from: 

http://www.aztec-history.com/mexico-city-history.html 

 

 

Research: What do freshwater turtles eat? 

 

https://youtu.be/k4OdeKW4fTo 

https://youtu.be/3IILlvQxBgw
http://www.aztec-history.com/mexico-city-history.html
https://youtu.be/k4OdeKW4fTo


Research: 10 Amazing Turtle Species 

 

https://youtu.be/MwE_iQt4c4Y 

 

Research: How to set up an aquatic turtle tank: 

 

https://youtu.be/GzC1kEINUnk 

https://youtu.be/MwE_iQt4c4Y
https://youtu.be/GzC1kEINUnk


 

https://youtu.be/kks6ckULp7s 

 

Turtle Architecture: 

 

http://360photography.in/?tag=3dprinted 

 

https://youtu.be/kks6ckULp7s
http://360photography.in/?tag=3dprinted


Research: Bio Creativity-Art [Blog posts] 

 

https://biocreativity.wordpress.com/2011/12/09/turtles-architecture/ 

The architecture of the turtle shell. See blog posts by artist Hayley Gillespie. See blog posts 

by artist Hayley Gillespie. 

The blog explores the interrelatedness of the arts + sciences. Because there is such a large and 

beautiful continuum of artist-scientists (or scientist-artists, if you prefer) out there, this blog 

focuses more closely on the relationship between the arts, the science of biology + nature. 

Hence, biocreativity is any activity that combines these subjects through content, purpose, 

craft or materials. This blog is intended to serve the biocreative community by providing 

useful resources, promoting important events and endeavors, and featuring the work of both 

well-known and as-yet-undiscovered artist-scientists.y that combines these subjects through 

content, purpose, craft or materials. This blog is intended to serve the biocreative community 

by providing useful resources, promoting important events and endeavors, and featuring the 

work of both well-known and as-yet-undiscovered artist-scientists.by providing useful 

resources, promoting important events and endeavors, and featuring the work of both well-

known and as-yet-undiscovered artist-scientists. 

The author, Hayley Gillespie, is an artist-scientist who recently earned a doctoral degree in 

ecology, evolution + animal behaviour. She also holds a bachelor of arts in biology with 

minors in environmental studies + art. Her scientific research focuses on endangered species 

+ conservation biology and she enjoys using creative expression to help communicate science 

to the public and policymakers. She recently opened her own pottery + art studio in Austin, tx 

and her own artwork takes inspiration from biology, science and the world around us. 

Above excerpt taken from Hayley’s blog (ABOUT). 

 

https://biocreativity.wordpress.com/2011/12/09/turtles-architecture/


Research: How to build a land turtle habitat 

 

https://youtu.be/7cBLmvFKApY 

Research: How to create a turtle habitat 

 

https://youtu.be/PjIfz-hgJo0 

https://youtu.be/7cBLmvFKApY
https://youtu.be/PjIfz-hgJo0


Research: Feeding aquatic turtles: 

 

https://youtu.be/fptbxDI1b3I 

Research biomimetics: biomimetics + architecture +turtle   

Hint: Search pinterest.com for excellent images to inspire you! 

Zurich Elephant House boasts a domed wooden roof and swimming pools for 

animals (inspired by a turtle/tortoise shell) 

Swiss firm Markus Schietsch Architekten has completed a new elephant house for 

a zoo in Zurich featuring an elaborate wooden grid shell roof and a glass-sided 

swimming pool. 

https://youtu.be/fptbxDI1b3I
http://www.dezeen.com/tag/zoos/


 

Credit image: Dezeen.com (Dezeen 

Magazine).http://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/17/zoo-zurich-ich Elephant House 

boasts a domed wooden roof and swimming pools for animalselephant-house-

markus-schietsch-architekten-domed-wooden-gridshell-roof/    

http://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/17/zoo-zurich-elephant-house-markus-schietsch-architekten-domed-wooden-gridshell-roof/
http://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/17/zoo-zurich-elephant-house-markus-schietsch-architekten-domed-wooden-gridshell-roof/
http://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/17/zoo-zurich-elephant-house-markus-schietsch-architekten-domed-wooden-gridshell-roof/
http://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/17/zoo-zurich-elephant-house-markus-schietsch-architekten-domed-wooden-gridshell-roof/
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